Campervan wiring diagram

Free Wiring Diagram. Collection of travel trailer wiring schematic. A wiring diagram is a
streamlined traditional photographic depiction of an electric circuit. It reveals the parts of the
circuit as streamlined shapes, as well as the power and also signal links in between the
gadgets. A wiring diagram generally offers information concerning the family member
placement as well as plan of tools and also terminals on the gadgets, to assist in building or
servicing the gadget. A pictorial representation would certainly reveal much more information of
the physical appearance, whereas a wiring diagram makes use of an extra symbolic notation to
emphasize affiliations over physical appearance. A wiring diagram is often utilized to fix
problems as well as to make sure that all the links have actually been made and that everything
exists. Assortment of travel trailer wiring schematic. Click on the image to enlarge, and then
save it to your computer by right clicking on the image. A wiring diagram is a simple graph of
the physical connections and physical format of an electric system or circuit. It shows just how
the electric cables are interconnected as well as can likewise show where fixtures and elements
may be linked to the system. Usage circuitry representations to assist in building or
manufacturing the circuit or electronic gadget. They are additionally useful for making repair
services. Do It Yourself lovers make use of wiring diagrams however they are additionally
typical in residence structure as well as vehicle fixing. For instance, a residence building
contractor will want to verify the physical area of electrical outlets as well as lights making use
of a wiring diagram to avoid pricey mistakes as well as developing code offenses. A schematic
reveals the strategy and feature for an electrical circuit, yet is not interested in the physical
design of the cords. Electrical wiring representations demonstrate how the cables are linked as
well as where they must situated in the real device, along with the physical connections
between all the elements. Unlike a pictorial diagram, a wiring diagram utilizes abstract or
streamlined forms as well as lines to show elements. Photographic layouts are typically photos
with labels or highly-detailed drawings of the physical components. If a line touching another
line has a black dot, it implies the lines are linked. The majority of signs utilized on a wiring
diagram look like abstract variations of the actual items they stand for. A switch will certainly be
a break in the line with a line at an angle to the wire, much like a light button you can turn on
and off. Written by Johnathan R. Understanding you campers electrical wiring can be very
confusing. Use the RV electrical diagram we made below to get an understanding of what
powers what and to learn how an RV electrical system works. AC, also called alternating
current, is what typically powers a regular brick-and-mortar home. The electrons rapidly flow
back-and-forth. Light bulbs use AC power. They look steady to the human eye, but in reality,
light bulbs rapidly flash like a strobe light. This effect is directly caused by AC power changing
directions. For the most part, you can assume that it requires DC if it has a microchip. To make
them compatible with AC, many of those systems, such as computers, come equipped with
onboard AC to DC converters. The AC can be transmitted, but it can not be stored in a battery.
This conversion happens through the use of the aptly named converter. This is the same type of
device that you will find on computers. It is just used on an RV-wide scale rather than a single
device. Many RVs also have inverters. They do the same thing as converters, but it is reversed.
Inverters convert DC to AC. You can see examples of this by directing your attention to the RV
electrical diagram at the top of the page. As you know, some devices require AC and some
require DC. Provided that there is a sufficient source of electricity, converters and inverters give
an RV the flexibility to power all of its devices regardless of the power source, AC or DC. The
most observant among you might notice that RV appliances and plumbing are all powered via
Volt DC. The essential devices pull from those batteries: fridge, slides, water pump, built-in
lighting, etc. Of course, there are exceptions to every rule, but this is a reliable guideline.
Anything plugged into an outlet will receive the standard Volts of AC that any household outlet
would supply. If the RV is connected to shoreline power or a generator is running, the wall
outlets will pull the needed AC power from that source. Otherwise, assuming that the RV is
equipped with an inverter, 12 Volts of DC power will be pulled from the house batteries. In the
past, power companies sent volts through the lines, but the amount has changed a couple of
times over the last century. For all intents and purposes, consider volts, volts, and volts to be
the same thing. When hooking up to a pedestal, you will find two basic configurations:. Unless
you purchased an aftermarket DC generator and made modifications to the electrical system,
the generator is also going to be a source of AC power. If you plan on doing any boondocking,
this is going to be your noisy best friend. It will provide you with the same volts of AC power
that you receive from a shoreline connection. Solar panels are a great supplemental and
sometimes primary power source for many RVs. Of course, the one downside is that these
systems rely on a sunny day. If a storm is brewing, those clouds are going to cut off your solar
panels from the sun. However, they deserve more attention than they receive. They are a perfect
addition to a boondocking setup. They are also cheaper than solar panels, but they are also a

bit more challenging to implement. Many manuals advise using the generator instead of the
alternator whenever possible. This advisement was written because running a high-powered
alternator to charge house batteries can generate damaging levels of heat. While the heat can
slowly damage the alternators, they are still very durable pieces of hardware. They should hold
up for a long time. Generators are more efficient at producing electricity, so they are an
economical choice too. You can think of these ingenious devices as a more intelligent circuit
breaker. They do much more than that, but this works as a simple definition. The power
demands of an RV shift from moment to moment, and sometimes those needs exceed the power
available from whatever campground pedestal is supplying the power. If that happens, it will trip
the circuit breaker on the pedestal. You might make quite a few trips outside, which is an
annoyance that nobody wants. An energy management system can monitor the power being
supplied and temporarily cut power to low-priority devices. When there is enough power
available, those low-priority devices will receive that power. This will prevent those circuit
breakers from tripping. We hope that the RV electrical diagram we included above is helpful to
you and that it was able to answer many of the questions you had. We recommend that you
always reach out to a trained RV electrician in order to make any modifications or to
troubleshoot any part of your RV. Search Menu. Contents show. Sources of RV Power. I am a
well traveled Marine Corps veteran that enjoys the outdoor and nomadic lifestyle that RV living
provides. As the founder of Camperguide. Close Camperguide. Share via. Facebook Messenger.
Copy Link. Powered by Social Snap. Copy link. Copy Copied. Wire gauge AWG is automatically
calculated from selected components and custom wire lengths. No need to use an external
calculator! Customize 12V loads to your needs image, name, fuse, wire length and automatically
calculate the wire gauge AWG. Automatically calculate the total wires length and the quantity of
terminals to purchase. The wiring diagram is part of our design workflow; it doesn't get any
easier than this! Video Preview:. Detailed breakdown on how to use our interactive wiring
diagram and how to assemble all items together to build a functional electrical system. More
information about: grounding your system, breaker polarity, components terminal size,
limitations, etc. I cannot use the interactive menus or the built-in calculator, why? Choose
between the "Standard" or "High-Power" wiring diagram:. Wiring Diagram Standard:. Key
Feature:. The inverter and shore power are provided by two separate devices. No transfer
switch to bypass the inverter when plugged to shore power. Choose this diagram if:. Your build
has modest V needs no device above 1,W. You're mostly off-the-grid occasionally plug into
shore power. You're tracking your budget. Some components bus bars, cables, switch,
fuses,etc. Maybe you don't need shore power or inverter at all? Change log:. See tutorial for
calculation details. See our Wire Gauge Calculator for more info on derating factors. Maxxfan
fuse size is 10A was 5A. Other minor clarifications. Deleting this option until issue is fixed.
Wiring Diagram High-Power:. The inverter, shore power and transfer switch are combined into a
single device Victron Multiplus. Your build includes any high-power device: air conditioning,
induction cooktop, electric water heater, electric space heater, etc. You frequently plug into
shore power serviced campgrounds. Hang on! You might want The Builder's Package. Includes
all our diagrams and tutorials! This package includes:. Add "Free Stickers". Add to Cart. What's
in it for you:. Our wiring diagram is designed with flexibility in mind. Any sub-system can be
deleted monitor, inverter, solar, alternator, shore or added later. Keep a copy at all time in your
van so you, or someone else, can refer to it if anything happen. Build your system with
confidence. What's in it for us:. Buying this diagram is the best way for you to say thanks for
sharing our work and to help us stay on the road for longer! What's in it for y'all:. Thanks for
your support and for keeping the dream alive! If you're new to this, start with our Electrical
System Design Guide :. Electrical System Design Guide. Read More. We're just getting started.
Our Story. Product Reviews. Nice To Meet You. The inverter and shore power are provided by
two separate devices. No transfer switch to bypass the inverter when plugged to shore power.
Choose this diagram if:. Your build has modest V needs no device above 1,W. You're mostly
off-the-grid occasionally plug into shore power. You're tracking your budget. Some components
bus bars, cables, switch, fuses,etc. Maybe you don't need shore power or inverter at all?
Connects directly to battery post. Optional Items. Fridge, LEDs and to connect cable of different
gauge together i. LED Dimmer 25 Pack. Water System Guide. Propane System Guide. Optimized
for high-power devices induction cooktop, microwave, etc. The inverter, shore power and
transfer switch are combined into a single device Victron Multiplus. Your build includes any
high-power device: air conditioning, induction cooktop, electric water heater, electric space
heater, etc. You frequently plug into shore power serviced campgrounds. Tap on each
component to learn more! With Our Online Calculator. Download Your Wiring Diagram. We're
just getting started. Our Story. Product Reviews. Nice To Meet You. Terminal Fuse Block with
Fuse A. Blue Sea Catastrophic Fail Safe. System Switch. Blue Sea Main System Switch. Bus Bar

A, 4 studs. Blue Sea. Cover for Bus Bar for A 4 studs. Protect the Bus Bar. Between Fuse Block
and Bus Bar. Fuse Block 12 circuits. Blue Sea 12V Distribution Panel. Fuses Kit. Assorted Fuses
2A 3A 5A 7. Battery Monitor. LiFePO4 Ah. Windy Nation Copper Cable. NewPowa W Mono Panel.
With MC4 Connectors. Double Cable Entry Gland. Sterling Power BB Blue Sea Series. Between
Charger and Bus Bar. Remote Control for Inverter. Blue Sea Connects directly on the Bus Bar.
GFCI, 20A. Power Cord with open end. To connect to Loads 75 Pack Kit. To connect to certain
loads i. We used that to parallel our LED lights 25 Pack. Heat Shrink Tubing Kit with adhesive.
To protect lug after crimping. To protect wire bundles. Nylon Cable Clamps Kit. Zip Tie Mount
with Adhesive. Nylon Zip Ties Kit. Rubber Grommet Kit. To protect wire from sharp edge going
through metal hole. Maxxair K Roof Fan. Fan Installation. Blue Sea 12V Socket. Electrical
System Guide. Webasto Installation. Propex HS Propane Heater. Propex Installation. Novakool R
Fridge, 12V only. Fridge Guide. Sirocco ii Gimbal Fan, 12V. Toilet Installation. Propane Solenoid
Shutoff Valve. Class T Fuse, A. Class T Fuse Block. Spartan Power. Victron Multiplus 12 To wire
load that requires 15A or 10A breaker. For load that requires 20A breaker e. For load that
requires 10A breaker. To wire load that requires 20A breaker e. To connect to Fuse Block 25
Pack. Our autonomy and comfort depend a lot on the electrical system of our DIY camper van
conversion. Disclosure : This post contains affiliate links, which means that if you click a
product link and buy anything from the merchant Amazon, eBay, etc. The price you pay remains
the same, affiliate link or not. It includes a battery bank , loads and charge sources :. Here is
how all components work together to make a typical electrical system:. NOTE : The items list
above is a pretty good overview of what's needed. But you can use our calculator faroutride. It
doesn't get any easier than this! Keep reading to build your knowledge and work your way up!
Be patient, sleep on it; it might takes multiple reads before it all starts to make senseâ€¦.
Because power from the charge sources is not available at all time, a battery bank is mandatory
in every van electrical system. The role of the battery bank is to accumulate energy from the
charge sources, store it, then release it to the loads when needed. A battery stores energy
under chemical form , then convert it to electrical energy when needed. That brings us to our
next topic:. The BMS is in charge of watching if parameters temperature, voltage, current are
within safe range. For example, the BMS will prevent charging the battery if the temperature is
too low; it will also regulate the amount of power you can take out of the battery. It makes using
a Lithium battery safe. So it would be possible to install a 12V heat mat to prevent the battery
from freezingâ€¦. Check your battery specification sheet! This is our entry-level. We recommend
products within that category if budget is your priority. This is our mid-level and most
components in our van stand within that range. Products within that range deliver the ultimate
performances. Not all batteries are made equal! Any reputable brand should publish one for
each of its product. The combination of these stages is called the charge profile. Why you
should care about charge profile:. If only bulk stage is used, the battery cannot be fully
chargedâ€¦. You can clearly observe that on your battery monitor high voltage, low charging
current. It prevents hard deposits sulfuration and therefore prevents loss of total capacity
memory. This is defined as a cycle. The life span of a battery how long it will last is mostly
defined by the number of cyclesâ€¦ in a similar way that mileage defines the life cycle of cars.
As a battery ages cycles , it holds less and less energy. For full-time Vanlife, a battery will
typically sees cycles per year. But keep in mind that while cycle life plays a major role in the life
span of the battery, calendar also has an impact as materials used to chemically store energy
degrade over time. Many factors influence degradation, temperature being one of the most
important. Generally, batteries perform better near room temperature. For example, take electric
cars: their range in cold climate is greatly reduced during winter! The freezing temperature of
the battery depends on the state of charge. As the state of charge in a battery decreases, the
electrolyte becomes more like water and the freezing temperature increases. It is very important
to make sure your battery stays fully charged in extreme cold weather. If a battery freezes, it can
damage the plates and container leading to a potential explosion. A frozen battery must NOT be
charged! Consult your battery manual. As a guideline, this is extracted from our Rolls Battery
Manual :. Good to know: the built-in BMS in high-quality batteries will take care of cutting-off the
current if temperature gets too low. Charging a battery at high temperature generally affects its
cycle life lifespan. First of all, do you really need solar power in your system? So unless you like
to drive A LOT everyday, solar power will ensure you get a full charge and will increase your
battery life! For example, here is a screenshot from our Victron solar charge controller
faroutride. The quality of the solar panel manufacturer is more important than the type of the
panel. Here is a good article if you want to learn more about that: Pros and Cons of
Monocrystalline vs Polycrystalline solar panels. Blocking a single cell from a solar array can
completely bring the solar output down to ZERO. Bear with usâ€¦. Solar panels are made of
multiple solar cells all connected together in series ; blocking one of the cell totally kills the

output of the solar panel. Think of the old Christmas tree lights: if one of the bulb blew, the
entire thing would go off. Typically we see roof racks or fans creating partial shading this is
totally avoidable! What if the solar panel above is part of an array connected in series? The
resulting total power is ZERO. See the water analogy below:. Fortunately, modern solar panels
have built-in bypass diodes that helps with partial shading. Other groups bypass the killed
group:. A panel will deliver more current if oriented perpendicular to the sun. On large
commercial solar plant, the panels are mounted on a motor-driven device that will optimized the
orientation of the panel automatically throughout the day. Obviously there is no such device for
a van roof until when? Pretty good! Adding a tilt kit will obviously add weight, raise the panel s
and have a negative impact on fuel consumption. If we were to park for extended period of time
at the same place, we might consider a tilt kit. At last, having several panels with dissimilar
orientation has a similar effect as partial shading. If you must have dissimilar orientation,
consider connecting your panels in parallel. MPPT are more efficient than PWM in cold
temperature, partially sunny day and if the voltage of your solar panels is superior to the
voltage of your battery bank. We also go through the installation, initial setup and operation
process. When driving, the alternator role is to convert mechanical energy engine into electrical
energy. Isolator and ACR combine the starter battery and the house battery together during the
charge and disconnect them during discharge. The role of the power inverter is to convert the
voltage from 12V DC direct current coming from the battery bank to V AC alternative current.
For example, it is more energy-efficient to get a 12V power adapter to power your laptop, phone,
camera, etc:. Now, there are some appliance that must use V AC such as microwave, gaming
laptop, milk frother, blender, coffee machine, etc. In that case, you will need an inverter. You
should size your inverter according to your most demanding appliance; check the owner
manual or check online to find out how much Watt an appliance draw. There are two types of
inverter: modified and pure sine inverter. In a modified sine wave , the voltage rises and falls
abruptly, the phase angle also changes abruptly and it sits at 0 Volts for some time before
changing its polarity:. In a pure sine wave , the voltage rises and falls smoothly with a smoothly
changing phase angle and also changes its polarity instantly when it crosses 0 Volts. Normally
inverters are rated for the power they can continuously deliver on the V AC side. For example, a
W inverter will draw more than W on the DC side:. We had really good luck with our Samlex pure
sine wave inverter and our Samlex charger as well! A battery monitor is not mandatory, but we
strongly recommend it. You will learn a lot from the battery monitor on: 1- the impact of shade
on solar and help you choose the right parking spot 2- the impact of your load s. This will help
you better manage your energy. The Simarine Pico system monitor enables to monitor much
more than just the battery. The ampacity is the maximum current that a wire can carry
continuously without exceeding its temperature rating. For example: if a wire ampacity is 60A
AWG 10 and there is a continuous current flow of 61A, the wire will overheat and the insulation
could melt, creating a fire hazard. There is a loss of energy voltage drop as current moves
through passive elements wires, terminals, etc of an electrical system. The wires are a big
contributor to the voltage drop and this should be taken into account when designing the
electrical system. By selecting the appropriate diameter; the bigger the diameter, the smaller the
voltage drop. Now, really, how do you selected the correct wire diameter? Wires can carry a
certain amount of current continuously and no more; more current means the wire will overheat
and melt , as it cannot dissipate the heat that is generated by too much current flow. Certain
factors reduces the ampacity rating of wires and the voltage drop as well:. This is not a ABYC
requirement at the moment, however it is generally accepted by marine product manufacturers
such as Blue Sea. Always use the maximum current that the load is expected to draw. The
Maxxfan can draw up to 2. As a result, you'll get slightly oversized wires which is quite good for
safety, performance and durability. The wire length input is always the round-trip length. The
round-trip length is the sum of the positive and the negative wires. Remember that a duplex wire
packs the positive and the negative into a single wire, so the round-trip length is equals to twice
the duplex length. There is a loss of energy voltage drop as current moves through passive
elements terminal, fuse, wire, etc. The easiest way to determine the fuse size is to follow the
manufacturer recommendations! So check the owner's manual or specifications sheet. Can't
find it? OK then. In the Maxxfan scenario: 4A x 1. However, looks like the manufacturer
recommends a 10A fuse so we'll stick to that. In the scenario where we have no clue how much
current the Maxxfan draws load current , we'll use the fuse size instead. Using our Google
superskills, we find that the manufacturer recommends a 10A fuse:. This is to "compensate" for
the slightly oversized wire that this method gives. As always, we want to use the maximum
current as an input. Actually, the inverter can work down to But according to the specifications
sheet, the "maximum input current" is A. We always follow the manufacturer recommendations,
so:. As always, we want to use the round-trip length as an input. That's the sum of the positive

and negative wires:. Because they care about how their product performs in the real-world, not
just on the specifications sheet. For example, most inverters stop working below According to
the Samlex owner's manual, a fuse of A is recommended:. Did you know that our Wiring
Diagram features a built-in wire gauge calculator? Electrical wire is made of a conductor inside
an insulator. There are two types of wire depending on how the conductor is made:. Solid wire
is commonly found in houses, not in moving vehicles car, RV, boat. Because of the vibration
and tight turning radius when routing , the conductor in solid wire will most likely break in the
long term. There are many ways to connect wires together or to a terminal. We will go straight to
the point here, the best way to do it is crimping. Crimping will deform the connector into the
wire and ensure a solid permanent mechanical connection with low resistance. To crimp, you
need quality crimping tools and quality crimp connectors. With this type of crimp, the wires
remain exposed to the elements and can corrode. Moreover, the insulation can become brittle
and crack over time. We pass. Like the Vinyl, the wires remain exposed to the elements.
However, the nylon is more durable than the vinyl and is double-crimped, which provides more
tensile strength and strain relief against pull-out. The connector is crimped single-crimp,
because double-crimp might damage the insulation and then heated to shrink the insulation
around the wire and the melting adhesive adheres to the wire insulation. This provides a
waterproof and permanent connection. We're here to help! Here is how this trilogy goes:. PART
B: how to size your system. The inverter and shore power are provided by two separate devices.
No transfer switch to bypass the inverter when plugged to shore power. Choose this diagram if:.
Your build has modest V needs no device above 1,W. You're mostly off-the-grid occasionally
plug into shore power. You're tracking your budget. Some components bus bars, cables,
switch, fuses,etc. Maybe you don't need shore power or inverter at all? Connects directly to
battery post. Optional Items. Fridge, LEDs and to connect cable of different gauge together i.
LED Dimmer 25 Pack. Water System Guide. Propane System Guide. Optimized for high-power
devices induction cooktop, microwave, etc. The inverter, shore power and transfer switch are
combined into a single device Victron Multiplus. Your build includes any high-power device: air
conditioning, induction cooktop, electric water heater, electric space heater, etc. You frequently
plug into shore power serviced campgrounds. Tap on each component to learn more! Flooded
Lead-Acid. Cheapest type available. High maintenance needs to be filled periodically with water
and kept in a vented compartment. Similar to Flooded lead-acid but the gel wont spill as easily.
See Flooded lead-acid. Must be charged at low rate. Low Maintenance no need to refill with
water, no need to be vented. Performs well under most temperature range. Much heavier than
Lithium. Shorter life span than Lithium. Lithium LiFePO4. Light weight. No need to be vented.
Can be discharged deeper without affecting battery life meaning a Ah Lithium delivers almost
twice the energy of a Ah AGM or Flooded. Last much longer than any other battery type not so
expensive in the long run. Higher initial cost. Much more sensitive than other types, thus they
require a BMS. See below for more info. Battery Management System. Soooo, AGM or Lithium?
That means more power, faster. Since we have two batteries in parallel, we can charge up to A if
we upgrade our b2b charger right now we have a 60A b2b charger ; that could be nice for
winter. So far so good, highly recommended! New Battle Born Batteries ready for installation!
Buy on Amazon. Low or absent quality control. Defects in manufacturing could be introduced
and go undetected. Incomplete, inacurate specification sheet and product manual. No customer
support. Satisfying in the short term, always deceiving in the long run. Brands that fall into that
category:. Samlex Inverters Sterling Power. OK we're done, thanks for listening! Information to
look for:. Recommended Charge Current: Choose a battery charger that charges within that
range to maximize the life span! Maximum Charge Current: Never exceed that value.
Recommended Charge Voltage Bulk, Absorption, Float : That's called the "charging profile" and
we explain later in this article why it's important Different brands of same chemistry as well.
Continuous Discharge Current: That's the current the battery is able to deliver continuously.
Power inverters draw HUGE amount of current; make sure to size your inverter so it draws less
current than the continuous discharge current of the battery! Peak Discharge Current: That's
the max current the battery is able to deliver for a short period time should be indicated. Do not
mix batteries of different age if using lead acid AGM, gel, etc. Capacity Ah : Adds up. Voltage V :
Same. Capacity Ah : Same. Voltage V : Adds up. To maximize the life span of the battery prevent
sulfuration of lead-acid batteries. A battery equipped with a BMS might cut the charge if the
parameters are out of range Lithium. Typical Charge Profile. Stage 1: BULK. Current rate: BIG!
As much as the charger can "push" into the battery! Current: LOW. Decrease with time. Voltage:
Fixed around Once the battery is fully charged. The float stage prevent self-discharge and can
be maintained indefinitely. Voltage: Increase with time. The bulk stage is terminated when the
absorption voltage is reached around Floating a Lithium battery is unnecessary, but it won't
hurt it. Discharge Current Rate. How fast current rate a battery is discharged affects its capacity

and its total cycle life:. Discharging a battery more rapidly will reduce its total life cycle AGM or
Lithium. Depth Of Discharge D. The DOD has a great impact on cycle life. At recommended
discharge current 0. Rolls AGM:. At last, remember that there is a maximum current rate Amps
that a battery is able to give and it should never be exceeded. We already mentioned it under
"Battery Specifications" above, but we though we would repeat ourselves So when sizing your
inverter they draw HUGE amount of current , take that into consideration. Charging A Frozen
Battery. The solar panels are in charge of converting the energy of sunlight to electricity , but
the resulting voltage and current they produce are not adequate for the battery The solar charge
controller takes care of converting the voltage and current from the solar panels into a proper
charge profile for the battery see "Charge Profile" section above. Renogy W Solar Panel 12V.
Newpowa W Solar Panel 12V. Renogy W Solar Panel 24V. High Voltage voltage is added Low
Current. No adapter required. Low current means less voltage drop between the panels and the
solar charger. That's better for long distance cable routing and allows to use smaller cable
diameter. Panels depend on each other. That's really bad for partial shading especially from the
components on your roof such as the fan or the roof rack bars and if the panels don't have
exactly the same orientation. Low Voltage High Current current is added. Parallel adapter
required. Effect of partial shading and panel orientation is minimized. Requires Parallel MC4
Connectors no big deal, really :. Parallel MC4 Connectors. Solar Panel Construction. Solar
Array. Bypass Diodes. In the example above:. Total Power Without Partial Shading. Conclusion
on partial shading. Do NOT install your panels in the shade of your fan or your roof rack! If you
must, connect your panels in parallel. And that explains our roof layout:. Credit: RayOutfitted.
We also noticed more power earlier in the morning and during overcast weather. Read our
Review. Choosing the size of the Charge Controller. For fall and spring adventures, we highly
recommend it as the solar days get shorter and weaker. Alternator power is a good way to
quickly go through the bulk charge, then solar power can complete the absorption stage. It acts
as current limiter to prevent overworking the alternator choose between various models: 30A,
60A or A. Easier to install : no need to wire to the vehicle ignition. Can be used in our wiring
diagram instead of the Sterling. Sterling Power Pro Batt Ultra. Ford Service Bulletin Q Sprinter
Body And Equipement Guideline. Do you need shore power in your system? You use your van
to chase the snow. Provide power to 12V loads. Maxxfan Roof Fan. LED Lights Dimmable.
Phone Chargers. Novakool R 12V Compressor Fridge. Installation Guide. Propex HS Propane
Heater. Sirocco II Gimbal Fan. Nature's Head Composting Toilet. Our Review. Propane Solenoid
Shut Off Valve. Buy on eBay. Laptop Car Charger. Phone Car Charger. Kill A Watt. Modified Sine
Wave. Pure Sine Wave. Inductive loads like microwaves and motors run faster, quieter and
cooler. Reduces audible and electrical noise in fans, fluorescent lights, audio amplifiers, TV, fax
and answering machines. Prevents crashes in computers, weird print outs and glitches in
monitors. More expensive. About Power Rating. Renogy Pure Sine Inverter. Samlex Pure Sine
Power Inverter. High Current! This means even if your friend installed the same components e.
This calculator does not supersede manufacturer recommendations and is for reference only;
have your diagram and installation checked by a professional. How can we help today? Better
accuracy. Load Current Maximum current flow expected from the load. Fuse size As
recommended by the manufacturer. Voltage Drop The loss of energy as current moves through
a wire results in voltage drop. A larger wire offers less resistance and therefore minimize
voltage drop. I don't know, tell me! Per owner's manual. Derating Factors Factors that impact
the ampacity or the voltage drop of wires. This is most likely the case for wire running in ceiling
or wall, as it gets much hotter than in the living space of the van especially for dark color van.
The max current that the wire can safely carry is reduced because it has less capacity to
dissipate the heat generated by the current flow. Load runs continuously for 20 minutes or
more? This is to mitigate the fact that more heat builds up in the wire if the current flows
continuously. Wire in conduit, insulation or bundled with 2 or more wires? Recommended Wire.
A Maximum current that a wire can carry continuously without exceeding its temperature rating.
A Corrected ampacity when taking derating factor s into account. Fuse too small. How this wire
calculator works. Based on Load Current:. We compare 1. Based on fuse size:. We find a wire
gauge for which the ampacity is higher than the fuse size. We compare 2. Derating Factors:.
Load runs continuously for 20 minutes or more. Wire in conduit, insulation or bundled with 2 or
more wires. Maxxfan Wire Sizing Example. Load Current. Wire Length. Voltage Drop. AWG
Method 2: Calculate Wire Gauge from fuse size. Easier, but may result in slightly oversized
wires which is totally fine in terms of safety and performance; the downside is the cost! Fuse
Size. Same same! Per calculator:. AWG 1. The inverter is the most finicky and dangerous part of
an electrical system. While you can use this calculator for sizing the wires, we highly
recommend to follow the manufacturer recommendations from the owner's manual fuse size,
wire gauge and wire length. That'll ensure the inverter installation is safe and performs as it

should. Making things easy:. Download This Wiring Diagram. Very flexible easier to route
Resistant to vibration. More expansive Less resistant to corrosion that's why some
marine-grade wire is tinned. Cheaper Smaller diameter for same conductibility More resistant to
corrosion due to decreased surface area. Not intended to be flexed more difficult to r oute Not
resistant to vibration will break in the long run. Primary Wire. Duplex Wire. Heat Shrink. We
recommend the Ancor, marine-grade connectors:. Terminal Ring. Terminal rings are commonly
used to make connections to the fuse block, battery, etc. Butt Connector. Butt connectors are
commonly used to make a permanent connection to an appliance. Ancor Wire Cutter and
Stripper. Heat Gun for heat shrink. Terminal Fuse Block with Fuse A. Blue Sea Catastrophic Fail
Safe. System Switch. Blue Sea Main System Switch. Bus Bar A, 4 studs. Blue Sea. Cover for Bus
Bar for A 4 studs. Protect the Bus Bar. Between Fuse Block and Bus Bar. Fuse Block 12 circuits.
Blue Sea 12V Distribution Panel. Fuses Kit. Assorted Fuses 2A 3A 5A 7. Battery Monitor.
LiFePO4 Ah. Windy Nation Copper Cable. NewPowa W Mono Panel. With MC4 Connectors.
Double Cable Entry Gland. Sterling Power BB Blue Sea Series. Between Charger and Bus Bar.
Remote Control for Inverter. Blue Sea Connects directly on the Bus Bar. GFCI, 20A. Power Cord
with open end. To connect to Loads 75 Pack Kit. To connect to certain loads i. We used that to
parallel our LED lights 25 Pack. Heat Shrink Tubing Kit with adhesive. To protect lug after
crimping. To protect wire bundles. Nylon Cable Clamps Kit. Zip Tie Mount with Adhesive. Nylon
Zip Ties Kit. Rubber Grommet Kit. To protect wire from sharp edge going through metal hole.
Maxxair K Roof Fan. Fan Installation. Blue Sea 12V Socket. Electrical System Guide. Webasto
Installation. Propex Installation. Novakool R Fridge, 12V only. Fridge Guide. Sirocco ii Gimbal
Fan, 12V. Toilet Installation. Propane Solenoid Shutoff Valve. Class T Fuse, A. Class T Fuse
Block. Spartan Power. Victron Multiplus 12 To wire load that requires 15A or 10A breaker. For
load that requires 20A breaker e. For load that requires 10A breaker. To wire load that requires
20A breaker e. To connect to Fuse Block 25 Pack. No Lug. In Lugs. Wiring and installing the
electrics is arguably one of the most complicated and daunting jobs in your van conversion. We
spent a long time reading blog posts and forum comments and watching YouTube videos to try
and figure out exactly what we needed to know. Here we talk through everything we did in our
own Sprinter camper van electrical system, the products we bought, and everything we learnt
along the way so that you can learn how to wire a campervan electrical system. We hope the
information is useful to you, but is not professional advice. Electricity can be dangerous, and if
there is anything you are not sure about, make sure to consult an electrician. Below is a list of
all of the electrical components we bought for our campervan electrical system. The amount of
electricity you expect to use in your campervan will affect the size of battery you need. We
worked this out by making a list in a spreadsheet of all the appliances we planned to use in our
van, and then calculating the Amp hours for each appliance using the following equation:.
Where the volts equal 12V, the voltage of your batteries, and watts equal the wattage of each
appliance. Once you have the Ah for each product, you will need to multiply by the number of
hours you estimate the product to be in use for each day. Adding all of these together will give
you your total estimate Amp hour usage per day. In the end we went for 2x Ah Varta flooded
lead acid batteries which gave us a total of Ah. Once we had decided on battery size, we then
worked out how many solar panels we would need in order to charge our batteries. Before, we
worked out the Amp hours that we would be using with all of our appliances. To work out the
size of our solar panels, we needed to work out total watt hours:. So if a 30W product is in use
for 3 hours, the total watt hours would be We worked out our maximum would be Wh, so
dividing this by 6 hours of sunlight we worked out we would need watts of solar panel power.
We decided to buy 3 W Renogy solar panels to give us watts of power. Our campervan wiring
diagram can be used to understand how to wire a campervan. We chose to install an inverter in
our campervan electrical system so that we could have V power in our van. This meant that we
could wire in standard plug sockets so we could charge laptops, phones, and anything else
mains powered we might want to plug in, and it also meant we ended up wiring in V lights. You
will instead need to purchase a B2B battery to battery charger to charge your leisure batteries
from your starter battery. Your inverter will take the 12V power coming from your batteries and
convert it to V so that you can run regular AC appliances such as laptop chargers. There are 2
types of inverter available:. Occasionally modified sine wave inverters can make a buzzing
noise when certain appliances are plugged in. We went for a modified quasi sine wave inverter.
Depending on what you plan to use in your van will decide what size inverter you need. The
calculation you will need to do for each appliance is:. Once you have done this calculation for
every appliance you plan on running on V in your van, you will have the total watts that could be
in use at one time. Then, to play it safe, and future proof your electrical systemâ€¦double it. We
worked out our total watts at W, so we went for the Sterling W quasi sine wave inverter. This
way if we ever want to run more powerful appliances in our van, we still have plenty of leeway. A

good inverter will have a mechanism built in which will stop it from providing power to an
appliance which exceeds the total wattage in order to protect the inverter, but not all inverters
will have this so make sure you check every appliance before plugging it into your van. A 2 way
light switch controls a light from 2 different sources. We were keen to wire our 4 bedroom
spotlights and fairy lights into a 2 way system so that we could control them both from the 3
gang light switch by the van door which also has a 1 way switch to control the main 6 spotlights
, and from the 2 gang light switch by our bed. Below is a wiring diagram for how to wire a 2 way
switch. This has a black, grey, brown and earth wire. You will need to connect the negative of
the power wire and the negative of the light wire together outside of the light switch. Thanks for
reading, if you have any questions feel free to drop us a message on here or via Instagram!
Please note that this post contains affiliate links. If you buy anything using one of these links,
we will earn a small commission at no extra cost to you, and you will be supporting us and our
blog. What size of cables did you get for your 12v lights? Thanks in advance. It will depend on
the distance between your lights and your fuse box and also the amp rating of the lights you
purchase, but typically 1. Great blog guys, very informative and really well presented. I just had
one question: Is there a reason why you went for the 50amp solar charge controller with a w
solar system? From reading around it seems that 30amp would do the job, but I may be missing
somethingâ€¦ Is it so you have the option of adding more solar panels in the future? Hi Dom,
thanks for your message! So the panels are 5. This makes the total input current of the three
panels Hope that helps! Hi, I absolutely love your van. So besides that my question about this
article is can you please explain how you wired the wall plug sockets the V ones to the inverter?
Do you just use a 3 wire AC cable? If so what Amps and what wire size? Did you connect
several in parallel? Hope you will be able, anyways again very nice camper and happy travels!
Hey, thanks for your message! This essentially acts like the 12V fuse box does for the 12V
circuit. Your email address will not be published. Save my name, email, and website in this
browser for the next time I comment. ViewSonic TD portable monitor review If you are a digital
nomad working remotely whilst on the road, you may have considered purchasing a portable
monitor. Van life Christmas gift guide Thinking of a Christmas gift for a full or part-time van lifer
can be tricky, because living in a campervan. As associates we may earn from qualifying
purchases. We may also participate in other affiliate programs at our discretion. Most outbound
links are affiliate links â€” we may earn commission. But we are independently owned and
operated, and we believe in honest opinions. All opinions expressed here are our own, and are
the result of direct experience or extensive research. This site uses cookies to provide the best
possible experience. Read more. How to: wire a campervan electrical system. By climbingvan.
How to wire a campervan Wiring and installing the electrics is arguably one of the most
complicated and daunting jobs in your van conversion. Campervan electrical system
components Below is a list of all of the electrical components we bought for our campervan
electrical system. Main components. Victron Energy BMV smart battery monitor. Solar setup.
Component Quantity Link W Renogy solar panels. Lighting components. Component Quantity
Link 3W spotlights lumen, white finish, warm white. Component Quantity Link A bus bar. Double
rocker switch and pattress box for fans. Red and black wire various lengths and thicknesses.
How to size your campervan electrical system The amount of electricity you expect to use in
your campervan will affect the size of battery you need. Our campervan wiring diagram. Our
system consists of: Power coming in via a split charge relay and a solar charge controller
Power going out via a 12V fuse box and a W 12V inverter We chose to install an inverter in our
campervan electrical system so that we could have V power in our van. How to size your
inverter Your inverter will take the 12V power coming from your batteries and convert it to V so
that you can run regular AC appliances such as laptop chargers. There are 2 types of inverter
available: Modified sine wave Pure sine wave. How to wire a 2 way light switch A 2 way light
switch controls a light from 2 different sources. Like it? Pin it! Pin 4. Katie December 30, at pm.
Dom January 21, at pm. Great, that makes sense! Cheers for the quick response. Leave a Reply
Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. Christmas campervan gifts: 12 van life
gift ideas December 9, No Comments. Subscribe to our newsletter for van conversion tips,
inspiring van life content and exciting updates! Not sure what layout to pick for your van? Use
our van configurator to help you decide! Prev Previous Insulating a van conversion. Next 10
essential tools for a van conversion Next. Recipes Product reviews Our projector setup
Reclassifying your van campervan insurance Campervan security. Email address. Your cart is
empty. Something exciting is coming to help you with your conversion Sign up to our
newsletter to be the first to hear about our exciting new project! Got it! Sterling W 12V quasi
sine wave inverter. Renogy solar MC4 Y branch connectors. Renogy cable entry housing. Solar
panel fixing kit. Fairy lights. Kill switches. Arctic F12 PC fans. Midi fuse holders. Yellow, blue
and red crimp connectors. Cable lug eyelets. Cable lug hydraulic crimp connector. Posted on

Last updated: February 21, Categories Camper van conversion guide. By: Author Angela and
Graham. As an Amazon Associate we earn from qualifying purchases. For more info, please
check our disclosure page. A campervan electrical system is the lifeline to van living. With the
right set up for your needs, off grid living can become a reality. The need to recharge batteries
at expensive campsites dwindles, allowing you to take advantage of wild camping with glorious
views and still chill a beer or two. Undertaking a DIY camper van conversion project is quite a
challenge though. Understanding the components of a campervan electrical system is critical to
a safe installation and for future maintenance while on the road. It talks about wiring in detail,
including choosing the correct size wires and understanding how cable runs affect the overall
efficiency of your set up. We end with a complete guide on how to wire your camper van
electrical system, with a definitive list of the tools and materials you need for the job. Done
wrong, it could lead to injury or worse. So do your research well. So if in doubt, stop and ask a
qualified electrician. Need more advice and support on a specific part of your campervan
electrics? Join our new Facebook Group to connect with a growing community of like-minded
van builders. Connectors or conductors A connector is what the path is made from i. Switches
A switch allows the circuit to be opened and closed. When the switch is closed, the circuit is
complete and electricity flows. Fuse A small strip of wire that protects components on the
circuit in the event of an electrical surge or increase in voltage. Load The load refers to the
appliances and devices powered by the power source. Before beginning to install any of your
electrical system, design your set up and draw out a campervan wiring diagram. Batteries tend
to be the main power supply for campervan accessories and appliances. With a limited amount
of stored energy, they do best powering low voltage appliances, even when recharged by solar
and main power. A DC circuit works by supplying power from the positive terminal of the
battery to the negative terminal, via the appliance. If the circuit is broken by opening a switch, a
blown fuse or a disconnected wire, the power flow stops. If you want to charge your campervan
batteries from a mains hookup, you need to install an AC circuit. In a campervan electrical
system, most of your components should sit on dedicated circuits with a direct line back to the
negative terminal of the battery. They are fitted in direct series, so the output from one light
goes directly to the input of the next light and so on throughout the entire string of lights. A
more common ring main has multiple components spurred off the main ring in parallel. If one
component fails, the circuit remains intact so nothing else is affected. We have 3 12v LED
reading lights on a mains ring circuit in our van. Everything else is on a dedicated circuit. The
electricity takes the path of least resistance to the ground and if that path is through flammable
material or a person, the result could be fire, injury or both. Short circuits happen from time to
time and to minimise the impact, a fuse or circuit breaker will effectively shut the power supply
off. Deep cycle batteries or 12v leisure batteries are designed to release their energy in a steady
flow over a long period. Leisure batteries can withstand hundreds, if not thousands of
discharges and recharging cycles , making them ideal for storing energy for your camper van
electrical needs. Battery technology has been evolving for hundreds of years to the point we
can now stream movies on our smartphones, powered by ultra thin lithium batteries. That post
covers everything you need to know to help you decide the best battery for your lifestyle. For
the purposes of understanding how to wire your campervan, make sure to read our
recommended battery installation tips. A wire is a flexible strand of metal that conducts
electrical energy allowing it to flow from one point to another. The flow of the electrical energy
through a wire is called current, measured in amps. On a DC circuit, injury is still possible,
though probably not as severe as the AC supply would inflict. Wires are covered by a plastic
sheath. It protects the wire from damage and any conductive element it comes into contact with
feeling the adverse affects of the current. Sizing wires for your electrical system, buying the
correct type of cable and planning your cable runs are critical to a successful installation. Wire
and cable is available in different sizes and using the right sized wire is essential in your
camper van electrical build. If the wire is too small for the amount of current passing through, it
will get hot, possibly melting the sheath and burning the wire. Anything longer than 1. But
wiring can become quite costly and unnecessarily more expensive if you use massive wires
everywhere. Cable is sold in rolls of dozens of metres so bulk buying the most appropriate size
will help keep your conversion costs down. Step 1 Determine the current rating i. For 12 volt
components like your fridge, campervan lights and USB phone charger for example the
calculation is:. Some components you use might be v, v or v â€” like a microwave, TV or
cordless drill battery charger. Step 3 Use our online wire size calculator to determine the exact
minimum wire gauge need including any switches, fuses and relays. Or for a quick estimate,
use the table below. Choose the maximum cable length on the left based on your measurements
in step 2 above and the amps based on the highest number calculated in step 1 above. Different
cables have different purposes and you need to buy the right type for each aspect of your

campervan electrical system. We have over metres of campervan wiring in our Mercedes
Sprinter van conversion. To keep the costs to a minimum, it helps to reduce the length of the
cable runs where possible. Still, aim to keep everything compact and installed as close to each
other as possible to minimise the length of cable and so losses. Lay cables carefully. Avoid
sharp corners or areas where the cable may rub and eventually fray. You can buy cable in all
sorts of colours. For safety reasons, our advice is to stick to the standard colour convention
wherever possible. For DC circuits, the live wire from the battery to the appliance, use red cable
and for the negative cable back to the battery, use black. Sometime the thicker wires are hard to
find in red. In this case, buy black and use red electrical tape or heat shrink to mark each end of
the live wire. The colour coding used in AC circuits for wiring your shore power hookup , varies
across the world. A more professional approach is to individually number all cables in line with
your design. When designing your electrical system, place a unique number on each end of the
wire in the diagram or schematic. Use cable numbering collars or tags to identify each wire as
you lay it. This helps enormously when building because it might be several months between
laying a cable and installing a component. A switch is a mechanical lever, that when operated
opens or closes the electrical contact and stops or starts the electrical supply. As with all
electrical components, switches have an amp rating indicating a safe current at which they can
operate. You can buy switches to handle massive currents but they get physically bigger and
more clunky with a higher rating. Buying from US UK. For low current uses below about 10
amps like your water pump or lights for example, switches are ideal. A couple of examples are:.
A small electric current is sent to the relay by flicking a conventional switch. A coil within the
relay becomes magnetic, operating a lever to close the main circuit. So with our coalescer water
heater, we flick a switch which send a small current to the relay which in turn closes the high
current circuit. We also use a split charge relay to allow us to charge our leisure batteries from
the alternator as we drive. A fuse is simply a thin strip of wire in a plastic holder designed to
burn out and melt if a current greater than its amp rating passes through. This breaks the circuit
and the appliance stops working, indicating a problem on the circuit or the component it is
supplying. Fuses protect the battery and people from any electrical failings in a component or
the electrical circuits. When designing your campervan electrical system, you need to
understand the current each component will draw and install an appropriate sized fuse on the
live side of the circuit. For example, your 12v portable fridge might draw 5 amps and your LED
lighting may draw a fraction of an amp. Sometimes a fuse fails because there was a blip in the
current somewhere or the fuse failed through age. Replace them and all is well. Do not insert a
larger rated fuse. The system will not be protected, the fault will still exist and will appear
somewhere else at some point. Worse case, the failing component or your battery could be
seriously damaged to the point it burns, melts or catches fire. When it senses a current greater
than its amp rating, it operates, opening the internal contacts, like a switch. This immediately
stops current flowing through the circuit. They are essential safety devices and must include a
fast acting Residual Current Device, RCD to prevent electric shocks. A single pole stops the
power supply from the live cable while a double pole RCD stops it from both the live and neutral
lines. The largest and lowest voltage point around most of us is the ground. The physical
ground upon which we stand. When we create a circuit, the electricity moves from the positive
terminal of the battery toward the negative because the negative terminal has a lower voltage.
By keeping the negative terminal as low as possible, preferably zero, the energy will always flow
efficiently towards it. And living in a van full-time , we love an efficient campervan electrical
system! Now a campervan sits on at least 4 rubber boots â€” though we have had Mowgli the
Unimog on 2 wheels once! Anyway, we digress. The rubber boots insulate the van from earth so
we need to attach the negative terminal to something else. The next biggest thing around in a
campervan is the chassis. Most vehicles are pre-fitted with an earth point. Check with the
manufacturer for your make and model to locate it. In AC circuits your shore power hook up
should use the earth connection from the main electrical supply. We noticed when we got
occasional electrical tingles and minor shocks from the metal parts of the van. Sometimes even
from our laptops! Check out our complete guide for how to use a digital multimeter in your
camper. If necessary, we connect our chassis to the ground by connecting our battery jump
leads from the chassis to a big steel pin we hammer into the ground. The installation guide
below provides a complete list of tools and materials you need to wire your campervan. A fuse
block allows you to hold multiple fuses attached to their circuits in a single location. Each
circuit is then attached to the bus bar rather than the battery making maintenance, installation
and future expansion easier. You need a fuse block and bus bar that can handle a current
greater than your total and with more fuse holders and terminal connecting points than you
have circuits. Given that you might have a few switches for various campervan appliances, a
dedicated switch panel will keep things tidy. The more expensive include mini 12v breakers or

fuse blocks, volt meters, controls, led read outs to control heaters, fans, TVs etc. Less complex
panels allow you to modify and insert your own switch types and meters specifically for your
build. Connectors come in all shapes and sizes. Which method you choose is down to personal
preference. Crimping is cheaper and easier than soldering but we feel the join is more robust
when soldered. We do use crimping but add a spot of solder to the end of the wire first to make
it a little thicker so the join is tighter. In camper van builds, the majority of terminals will be
crimped connectors with either a metal eye, spay terminal or wire to wire joint. To attach the
connectors to the wires, you need a crimping tool. A solder is the application of melted lead and
tin onto the join to create a permanent connection. They are usually run off an AC power supply
but there are cordless models that use butane gas. Top tip make sure each surface is clean
before you start so the solder sticks properly. This type of connector is a simple hole to insert
the wire into and clamp down using a fitted screw or bolt. They make life simple but sometimes
they are difficult to get the wire into the connector, or to get a really tight grip on the wire. Heat
shrink is a plastic tube which when evenly heated with hot air reduces in size shrinks around
the objects it covers. You need a heat gun and heat shrink tubing to use this method of
covering joints. In our installation guide below on campervan wiring, we mention circuit
commissioning. While installing the components of your circuits, for safety reasons you do not
want any power flowing through the wires. In some places, regulations are mandatory and you
may experience restrictions on use unless you adhere to them. New Zealand and Australia use
these regulations. Camper van conversions are big projects so at what stage of the build should
you start the electrical installation? The electrical part of the build will start early and finish late
so having well thought out plans is key to avoiding re-work and having easy access during the
build. Campervan wiring can quickly grow into a complex installation but by breaking it down to
its component parts, we can simplify it for easier understanding. We have separate installation
guides for camper solar panels , batteries , split charge relays , 12v battery monitoring systems
and battery to battery chargers too. You already have the black wire on hand and appropriate
connectors on hand. This time, we work towards the components from the fuse block. If your
design calls for more than one 12v battery, check our post on campervan batteries about wiring
them in parallel. This post is only addressing the DC circuits and not how to charge the
batteries. This site uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is processed.
Hey there! Join Campervan Electrics Facebook Group. Some appliances will state their rating as
watts rather than amps. The table below shows both measurements. For DC circuits, use single
core cable. These are simple cables with a single wire inside the sheath. For the AC circuits, use
multi-core cables with at least 3 cores. These are basically cables within a cable like those
attached to a lamp plug. Battery to battery links are heavy gauge â€” so too thick and expensive
to use in the entire DC circuit. The one thing they all have in common however, is they break the
circuit. Switches tend to break the circuit for operational purposes. So you flick a switch to turn
the lights on, closing the circuit. Relays are electrically controlled switches. Fuses act as a layer
of protection. When they receive an unexpected current, they melt, snap and break the circuit.
Circuit breakers act as reusable fuses by opening switches. Operating appliances that may have
a current rating too high for a reasonably sized switch. A coalescer water heater is a good
example. Ours draws 18 amps. In such cases, we need either a large switch or a relay. To
choose the right size fuse box and bus bars: count how many circuits you have and add up the
total current of every circuit you plan to connect so assume everything will be switched on at
the same time. Once all the components are installed, carry out your safety checks: Physically
inspect all connections on the circuit. Using a multimeter, check the continuity of the entire
circuit. Make sure the fuse is out, the return cable is not connected to the negative battery
terminal and the switch is closed. Open the switch so the component is off. Connect the return
cable to the negative battery terminal. Insert the fuse. Open the switch. In tight spaces, use a
cardboard template to ensure components will fit before you wire it up Identify the cable runs
between each major component, looking for the shortest, practical route. You do not want this
to come loose in the event of a collision If there is no pre-fitted earth point near your battery
tray, fit a bolt securely. This is your new earth point. Bolt the braided battery strap to the new
earth point. Bolt the other end of the braided battery strap to a suitable and clean point on
chassis. This needs to be a bare metal spot with no paint, dirt or rust. Use a multimeter to check
connectivity between the new earth point an existing known earth point, confirming correct
installation of the new earth point. There should be a low reading Check circuit insulation Using
the Megga earth tester, attach one probe to output of the fuse bay and the other end to the earth
point you installed earlier. There should be no reading, indicating a fully insulated circuit. Install
the battery If your design calls for more than one 12v battery, check our post on campervan
batteries about wiring them in parallel. Fit battery isolator for battery outputs to its operating
positions. A lower voltage may indicate low charge battery or loose battery post connections.

Commission each component in turn You've installed a 12v DC system with power ready to use.
You are now working on a live electrical system. Take the necessary precautions. If there are,
switch the component off, remove the fuse, investigate and repair. Repeat the commissioning
steps for all components in turn Well done! They must be at least 50mm apart The inline fuse
amp rating must be sufficiently large to accommodate the total current rating of the circuits
running off it Battery cables are fairly chunky so use a hack saw to cut these to the appropriate
length Battery cables with a crimped terminal requires a specialist tool. Pre-made cables are a
more simple choice. How to Choose the Best Campervan Batteries. How to Stop Condensation
in a Van. Click here to cancel reply. Looking for something? Search for:. Let's Connect! Posted
on Last updated: February 21, Categories Camper van conversion guide. By: Author Angela and
Graham. As an Amazon Associate we earn from qualifying purchases. For more info, please
check our disclosure page. I based my camper van electrical design on my needs and a few nice
to haves too. I put a lot of effort into sizing the electrical system for the campervan. You can
check out our complete set of electrical calculators for RVs and campervan conversions to help
size your entire solar setup. The design is pretty generic so aside from sizing and component
specifics, is what most motorhome and camper vans have installed. Before you begin designing
your own wiring set up, swat up on the basics of campervan electrics first. I have 3 sources of
energy to power up those batteries: shore line, solar and an alternator to store energy from the
engine. It proved too difficult trying to source everything I needed in 24v or 48v so stuck with
the 12v design. I have a main control display and a couple of read outs on the dashboard to. In
the event of a faulty component or any electrical issue I can cut off all the electrical power
supply, in and out. Need more advice and support on a specific part of your campervan
electrics? Join our new Facebook Group to connect with a growing community of like-minded
van builders. Using our campervan solar system to charge camper van batteries is increasing in
popularity. Aside from the initial set up cost, energy is harvested free of charge, during daylight
hours at least. I hope the roof ribs provide sufficient air flow though. The solar panels are linked
in series using EC4 connectors. These are simple bayonet connectors so the design is scalable
and I can disconnect any faulty panels easily. The energy harvested by the solar panels is
passed to an MTTP controller, which in turn, converts it to 12v DC to top up the leisure
batteries. If the panels prove super efficient in sunnier conditions, I may need to upgrade the
fuses to 40 or 50 amps. You can check out everything you ned to know about camper solar
panels in this post , including a complete installation guide and wiring diagrams. Charging
leisure batteries from the running engine is an efficient source of power. I had a couple of
choices: split relay or a separate alternator. So I went with the simplest option and installed a
smart split charge relay. My choice of voltage sensitive split charge relay is a common unit. This
ingenious component works by monitoring both the main and leisure battery voltage and allows
the power to supply either of them. When the engine is running, the smart relay will channel the
energy to the main battery until fully charged. Only then does it redirect the power to the leisure
batteries, continuing to monitor the main battery throughout. It works in the same way with
shore power too. Some manufacturers are now fitting their new vehicles with the smart
charging capability installed as the standard. In addition to charging the leisure batteries from
the engine and solar energy, I also have a hook up facility. The shore cable connects to the
RCB. The RCB I installed has 2 breakers; 1 for a 3 pin v socket for charging v devices and
another to power the batteries, via the leisure battery charger. In fact, the van was connected to
the house mains power for about 8 months, almost non-stop. I have a read out of:. As a point of
note, I chose off the shelf combined volt and current meters. There are more intelligent
monitoring units on the market but they were a little over the top for me. This measures the
volts supplied to the leisure batteries from which ever source is providing the highest voltage.
This helps me cut back at times of low supply and charge any power heavy devices at times of
plenty. In keeping with my philosophy of not modifying the stock vehicle , I kept additional
electrical load away from the main battery as much as possible. Each of these are connected so
they only power up when the engine is running to avoid inadvertently leaving a device switched
on and ending up with a flat main battery. I only use these when driving but if I do forget to
unplug anything, the main battery display reminds me. The 2nd fuel tank is separated from the
main tank by a valve and transfer pump. Again, this has a switch for obvious reasons. What
lights I have, the devices I plug in, heating and ventilation , right down to how I cook and in my
case, even poop! The devices and utilities in the camper van all mostly draw their power from
the leisure batteries. The remainder of the diagram shows the set up of the output components.
Cabling is run between the leisure batteries, fuses, switches and components as detailed above.
This control panel houses some of the monitoring displays more on that in a moment and 6
carling switches. The switches operate:. When I bought my campervan she was a minibus and
already had cabin lights and a ceiling fan fitted. Although I reconfigured both to run from the

leisure batteries rather than the main batteries, there was no real need to move the switches. So
they stayed put. Some services have their own dedicated control switches, integrated as part of
the component and provided by the manufacturer. In my build, these are:. I spent hours over 8
months converting Baloo from a minibus into a fully kitted out camper van. For loads of helpful
articles on how you can build your own camper van, make sure to check out the camper van
conversion guide here. Some people say campervan wiring should be run after the panelling is
complete. This way any cable failures are easier to fix. If a cable is laid so it rubs on a corner or
is crimped, over time it will fail. By laying them carefully, taping them in place away from sharp
corners and protecting them with conduit when necessary, cable failures can be avoided. So
installing the electrics on my camper van was one of the first jobs to be done. Whilst this is neat
and tidy, it does reinforce the need for a well thought out camper van design before you start.
Of course, good ideas clubs are best avoided once the panelling is fitted because changes to
the location of services may require significant rework. To give an idea of the process I
followed, this is how I installed the electrics in my camper van. As each wire was laid for a
component, I labelled them so I knew weeks or even months later, what component it was for. I
also commissioned each component in turn, monitoring for faults, shorts or excessive current
draws and voltage drops as I went. I also laid a couple of extra cables for any potential future
needs. For simplicity and cost saving, I only used 2 wire sizes :. I installed the smallest fuse
rating I could for each component and battery isolators for both charging and discharging
circuits. You can find all the electrical components I used on the high street. If in any doubt, get
a qualified auto electrician to look over your designs and install or consider outsourcing the
job. This camper van electrical design is specific to my needs. Your own may be similar, or a
world apart. The basic principles of the design however, are fundamentally the same. This site
uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is processed. Hi, with regards to
shore power, how have you coped with the different voltages between the different countries?
Do you have some kind of adaptor to allow you to use the hook up in other countries that you
have visited? Thank you :. Hi Debbie. We've only needed the transformer in Brazil so far. Hi Ash
- your timing is impeccable. We recently had to change them after they failed so we wouldn't
now recommend them at all. Hey there! Contents Camper van electrical design Overview of my
camper van electrical design Fitting Batteries Charging batteries Monitoring the camper van
electrics Camper van main battery output Camper van leisure battery output Installation notes
for campervan electrics Components used on the camper van electrical installation Tools used
on the camper van electrical installation Some words of caution. The rest of this article provides
my camper van electrical design in the following sections: An overview of my camper van
electrical design Monitoring the camper van electrics Charging a leisure battery bank Camper
van main battery outpu
1998 chevy malibu
1998 dodge durango interior
pics of toyota tacomas
t Camper van leisure battery output Component list Tools list. Join Campervan Electrics
Facebook Group. I have a read out of: main battery voltage leisure battery voltage net current in
ammeter net current out ammeter 12v ring main voltage 2nd fuel tank level water level gauge
fridge temperature cabin temperature. The system breaks out into 4 switch areas: Cabin control
panel Drivers control panel Local cabin controls 12v ring. In my build, these are: Air heater
Diesel cooker Ventilation fan watt inverter. Burst to A for 30 mins. Click here to cancel reply.
Marchoso Monday 16th of November Hi: as always, another great article, but I wish the photos
could be enlarged. Debbie Thursday 26th of September Angela Monday 30th of September Ash
Singal Sunday 19th of May Same question as Nora. Almost a year on. Are the close fitting
panels still doing well? Angela Sunday 19th of May Tom Friday 1st of February Sue Fidler
Thursday 29th of November Looking for something? Search for:. Let's Connect!

